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Dear Reader
f there's one issue people probably
wish would go away, it's the neverending controversy swirling around
Columbia River salmon. Unfortunately,
so long as the salmon keep disappearing,
the issue won't.
Saving salmon is part of the cost of
extracting electricity from the river. Still,
no one can say the effort to save salmon
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has pushed our electric rates through the
roof. As the chart on Page 11 illustrates, a
renter in Seattle pays less than $18 a
month for the same electricity that costs
$34 in Portland, $53 in Los Angeles, $61
in Chicago and $77 in New York. A survey by Cascadia Times shows that most
other Northwesterners pay something
between $18 and $34.
Nevertheless, the Northwest congressional delegation has latched onto the
ridiculous idea that Congress needs to
. kick in some money to help us out. Yet
there's no indication the delegation has
any particular interest in saving salmon, if
the price involves breaching some dams.
However, dam breaching appears to be
the only path toward restoring the fish.
The net effect of the delegation's position is to invite the whole nation to help
us blow billions of dollars more on a
salmon effort that is clearly failing.
Some leading environmental community are also looking t0 Congress for a
solution. They want Congress to consider
dismantling the federal power system in
the region if political leaders here fail tO
go along with breaching dams.
That might sound like blackmail to
some, but the alternative may be losing the
fish. If you think extinction will put an end
to this costly and divisive debate, however,
think again. The extinction scenario will
feature lawsuits from anyone who was ever
promised Columbia River salmon under
treaties with the U.S. government. Then
there really will be hell to pay.
Cascadia Times would like co
acknowledge .the many generous donors
who helped us in recent months, including the Lazar Foundation, Molly O'Reilly
and Bill Pope. Thank you!

Fish, Trees and Clean Water
A no-logging alternative
replete with creative funding
options is under consideration for Seattle's landmark
watershed conservation
plan. The debate provides a
good blueprint for other
cities facing degradation of
their watershed.
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Seattle receives most of its drinking water from the Cedar River Watershed. below right.

By Jo Ostgarde«
, , If you could bottle it, you'd
make a million."
We've all heard this age-old
axiom applied co everything from sex
to political savvy. Yet, when it comes tO
water, the concept has proved more
than just jest.
One look at the variety of bottled
water labels on grocery store shelves
and in mini-mart coolers shows consumer demand is high and ever-growing. Reported links between ground
water pollution and health problems,

and the go-go lifestyle that draws convenience buyers, ensure that demand
for bottled water is destined to grow no
matter the ongoing debate about the
purity of the water inside those bottles.
Seattleites, proud of their pure
water, are ready to jump on the marketing bandwagon. A coalition of citizens
say that it's the kind entrepreneurial
thinking that just might help pay for
restoring and protecting their city's
headwaters. The 90,000-acre Cedar
River watershed provides drinking water
to two-thirds of Seattle's residents.
But the intent of such a scheme

goes beyond pure drinking water.
Protect
Our Watershed
Alliance
(POWA), a coalition of local citizens,
community and environmental groups,
formed co address concerns about
overall conservation in the watershed.
Along with other creative funding
options, the group supports bottling the
source water under the label "Seattle
Rain" and marketing it locally and
nationwide to help pay for the watershed's restoration and protection.
It's a radical, if not silly notion, that
few metropolitan cities ever get a
CONTINUED
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Army Passes on Safer
Nerve Gas ~ltematives

N

ear Hermiston, Oregon, a $567 million Army
chemical weapons incineration complex is rising
from the sagebrush plain. In a tiny office in
Southeast Portland, a young lawyer representing opponents of incineration is working to bring the Army's massive construction project to a halt.
Success in this David versus Goliath lawsuit admittedly is a long shot. But the plaintiffs' case might be
stronger if they could offer as evidence the results of tests
the Department of Defense is conducting on alternatives
to burning the nation's scockpiles of VX and GB nerve
gas, mustard gas and other deadly chemical agents left
over from the Cold War.
In 1996, Congress appropriated money for DOD tO
identify and demonstrate at least two alternative technologies to incineration for destroying assembled chemical weapons (such as rockets with nerve gas payloads) at
six sites, including Oregon's Umatilla Army Depot. If this
project, known as the Assembled Chemical Weapons
Assessment, concludes that one or more of these technologies can destroy large quantities of chemical weapons
more safely than burning them, not only the Oregon
incineration complex but the Army's entire chemical
weapons incineration program could be thrown into limbo. In early July, the U.S. Senate appropriated$18 million
to continue the project into 1999.

However, the assessment won't be available until
December, after the Oregon case is tried. Bad timing
could doom thousands of Oregon citizens to living downwind from a poorly designed facility that uses an obsolete
technology to destroy some of the most toxic substances
known co humankind.
Portland lawyer Stuart Sugarman represents three
environmental groups and 22 individuals, most residents
of the Hermiston area, in a lawsuit challenging the
Oregon Environmental Quality Commission's decision
last year to grant the Army the air pollution and hazardous
waste permits it needed to begin constructing the incinerator complex at the Umatilla Army Depot. Twelve percent of the nation's stockpile - 7.2 million pounds of
chemical agents - are stored at the depot upwind from
Hermiston.
The Army's two chemical weapon incineration complexes, at Johnston Acoll in the Pacific and at the Tooele
Army Depot in the Utah desert, have been plagued with
problems. In its first six months of operation, the Utah
facility, on which the Oregon incinerator complex is modeled, has shut down six times due co problems including
faulty alarm systems and leaks of nerve agent through
ventilation systems and cracks in concrete floors.
CONTINUED
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€a:nada's rain
to-rests fias largely focused on the fate
of wildlife. Now, Neville
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found on Vancouver Island 300 bee~es, flies, wasps and spiders prevtously tmknown to scientists. During
their project; they collected 1.2 million individual insects-15,000 dis-
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chance to consider. That's
because few of them outright
own their watershed as Seattle
has since 1992. Portland, for
example, draws its water from
the Bull Run Forest Reserve, a
68,000 federal set-aside managed by the Forest Service
with cooperation from the City
of Portland.
Seattle
and
Portland are two of only six
major U.S. cities that don't
have to filter their water to further purify it, though both
cities' water is chlorinated.
The bottled water idea was
first floated after the City of Vew of
Seattle, under the direction of
its utility arid environmental management committee, introduced its management plan for the watershed - the
Cedar River Habitat Conservation
Plan (HCP).
According to Seattle
Public
·Utilities director Diana Gale, the HCP
provides SO years of habitat and water
supply protection, and addresses issues
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Cedar River Watershed. (Seattie Public Utilities

CONTINUED

covered by the federal Endangered
Species Act and state laws. It's
designed to protect the Cedar River as
a water supply, preserve the watershed's ecosystem and restore salmon
runs. Gale says that it's the "first major
response within King Country to
address the potential endangered chinook salmon listing
under the
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Endangered Species Act."
But while the HCP calls
for a 64 percent ecological
reserve in the watershed, 36
percent of the 90,000 acres
would be set aside for commercial logging. That's to
help pay for proposed management, including building
a $6.8 million salmon ladder
co give chinook, coho and
steelhead access to a 12-mile
stretch of pristine native
habitat. Current estimates
place habitat restoration and
conservation at $70 million.
photo)
· The proposed plan took
four years to develop and was
driven by requirements stemming
from negotiations and an agreement
with the federal government, including the ESA which required the city to
develop a salmon policy. The plan has
yet co be finalized and approved. The
City is waiting for the results of an
Environmental
Impact Statement
(EIS).

3

In the early stages of the permitting process, the
Oregon Department of Environmental Quality vowed to
stand firm against pressure from the Army to expedite permits for construction. In June 1996, Gov. John Kitzhaber
announced that he supported a five-month extension of the
permitting process so the agency could study a flood of new
information, including reports describing rapidly evolving
technologies for neutralizing chemical weapons and other
alternatives to incineration. "The health and safety of
Oregonians needs to take precedent in this situation,"
Kitzhaber said.
But eight months later, in February 1997, the EQC
bowed to pressure from the Army and granted the permits.
On June 10, 1997, it reaffirmed its decision, rejecting a petition by opponents of incineration to reconsider its decision.
Construction by the contractor, Raytheon Demilitarization
Co., began chat same day.
In August the Sierra Club, the Oregon Wildlife
Federation, and a Hermiston-based group called GASP
sued the Oregon DEQ and the EQC, challenging their
decision to grant the permits on grounds that the state's
findings were not supported by "substantial evidence in the
record" as required by law. The Army has joined the case as
an intervenor on behalf of the state.
Plaintiffs charge that the state failed to "consider, evaluate, and /or properly investigate" extremely damaging testimony about the safety record at the Utah facility by several former officials, including the project's former safety
manager and general manager. The revelations, which came
in a lawsuit seeking to halt operation of the Utah incinerator, were widely publicized before the Oregon permits were
granted.
But the heart of the Oregon lawsuit is its claim that the
state failed co seriously consider alternatives to incineration
despite its stated commitment to use of the "best available
technology."
The fact is that development of non-polluting alternative technologies has raced ahead of the Army's original master plan for constructing incinerators at the nation's eight
chemical weapons storage sites. One alternative, neutralization through a process called solvated electronic technology,
shows such promise that a retired Army general has hired on
to market it. Russia, which has rejected incineration, plans to
build a $600 million chemical neutralization plant to destroy
half its 40,000-ton chemical weapons stockpile.
Even President Clinton said last year he would support
a five-year extension of the 2007 deadline for destruction of

the nation's chemical weapons stockpile under the
Chemical Weapons Convention if necessary in order to
implement technologies that are safer or more environmentally sound than incineration. The U.S. Senate ratified the
treaty in April 1997 with that language intact.
The Kentucky-based Chemical Weapons Working
Group, which opposes the Army's incineration program,
pushed successfully for language that forbids the Army tO
proceed with building incinerators in Kentucky or Colorado
until the Defense Department completes its assessment of
alternative technologies. But that prohibition does not apply
to Oregon or Alabama, where incinerators are now under
construction, or to Arkansas, where the state approved a
draft permit for an incinerator complex on June 28.
"They're giving Oregon second-class citizen status," said
John Capillo of the Kentucky Environmental Foundation. "If
the Army can destroy assembled chemical weapons more
safely in Colorado and Kentucky without burning, why can
they not also do the same thing in Oregon?"
Most large defense contractors know alternative technologies can work, Capillo said. For instance, defense giant
Commodore Teledyne has endorsed neutralization of chemical weapons. "It boggles the mind to say that a technology
with a stack is as safe as a technology without a stack," he
said. "It's only the incineration folks, like Raytheon, who say
this dinosaur technology is the one for Oregon."
The Army is moving full speed ahead with its Oregon
incineration complex. Twelve months into the 34-month
construction schedule, the facility is 21 percent completed.
Three of six incinerators have been installed and installation of a fourth is imminent.
While construction proceeds, Stu Sugarman and
Richard Condit of the Boulder, Colorado-based Land and
Water Fund of the Rockies prepare their case, which
involves reviewing 122,000 pages of the administrative
record. The Army is sufficiently concerned about the
Oregon lawsuit that it has flown high-level lawyers from the
U.S. Justice Department to Portland for hearings on routine
procedural matters.
·
To Sugarman, the issue is clear. "The state has delegated decisions to an agency that has a conflict of interest," he
says. "The state is the permitting agency. It is the state that
is responsible if there's a catastrophic event."
Raj Malhotra, the Army's project manager for the
Oregon incinerator complex, says the state conducted an
exhaustive public review and provided an extended public
CONTINUED
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According to IasmineMinbashian,
the executive director of Pacific Crest
Biodiversity
Project (PCBP), Seattle
Rain bottled water is just one of several possible alternative funding sources.
Others include a minimal rate increase,
a summer surcharge for commercial
consumers, corporate donations, and
watershed
acreage sponsorships
by
groups and individuals.
POWA, whose growing membership includes the PCBP, the Capitol
Hill Community
Council, the Green
Party of Seattle,
the Wilderness
Society, Seattle Audubon Society and
15 ocher high-profile groups, has proposed an alternative plan that calls for
funding from sources other than commercial logging operations. They also
are calling for an immediate end to logging and the creation of an ecological
reserve that protects 100 percent of the
watershed. Water rate increases would
pay for restoration and protection.
Rate increases seem an especially
tough sell. But Minbashian
thinks
Seattle residents and business owners
understand the value choice inherent
in the plan. She says most people
would be willing tO pay a small - 33

leach gold mine. Mazzetti started the
company after weighing the costs both environmental and economic of modern-day gold extraction and
finding that in today's market, pure
water is truly worth more than gold.
The Okanogan Highlands Bottling
Company plans to donate SO percent of
its profits to grassroots organizations
working to protect watersheds.
Though the idea of bottling
Seattle's water was initially raised last
fall, says Minbashian, Steinbrueck resurrected the idea after Seattle's Mayor
Paul · Schell served notice to the city
council in February that he agreed
with staff recommendations to include
a "no-logging" alternative in the draft
EIS (due for release sometime this fall,
says Minbashian). POWA's Kay says
the group is confident the EIS will
show that logging is responsible for the
damage in Cedar River ecosystem, and
that alone will underline the need for a
no-logging policy.
Communities
throughout
the
Pacific Rim have a lot to gain from chis
debate. San Francisco reportedly has
considered a bottled water scheme that
relies on water from Yosemite Valley.
In Portland, the battle over logging
and hydro-development -in Bull Run
and its attendant watershed, the Little
Sandy River . continues unabated.
Smaller communities suffering water
shortages and looking to watershed
sources are now casting a more critical
eye on logging impact as well.
The solution ultimately turns on
the question of how cities' should pay
tO protect their vital watersheds. In
Seattle, talk of bottled water is at least
helping citizens challenge preconceived limitations and their notions
about compromise.

cents is the current estimate - monthly increase to cover costs of restoring
and protecting streams, forest and
salmon in the watershed. And no matter how ridiculous it sounds, using
income from bottled water sales co
help restore streams and repair damage
inflicted by decades of logging seems
to make a lot more sense than using
commercial Jogging co pay for the mess
logging created in the first place.
According to the Seattle Times, all but
17 percent of the land has been logged
at some point in the past century by
the city or private companies.
The bottle water idea, Minbashian
says, was actually first proposed to the
City by Council member Peter
Steinbrueck. Whether its doable and
profitable
is still under review.
Minbashian says she recently read that
Kansas City is already bottling water
from it's watershed, and the idea is
under consideration in Houston and
Milwaukee.
Though rumor has it Portland
once considered the idea and even did
wo Northwest Portland resia test run, Portland Water Department
dents are alleging a series of
Spokesperson Ross Walker says it nevviolations of the federal Clean
er
happened.
The
Portland
Air
Act
by Chevron U.S.A. Produces
Development Commission had a limitCo.,
and
have filed a notice of intent to
ed edition of "Bull Run" water botfile
a
lawsuit
against the company.
tled, which they took tO the 1984
World's Fair in New Orleans and gave Penalties sought exceed $100 million.
The Clean Air Act requires that 60
out tO promote Portland livability, as
days
prior to the filing of a citizen's
well as business development in the
suit,
notice
of the action must be procity. She said the rumor started after a
few leftover cases were brought back vided. Notice was given Monday, June
from the fair and auctioned off at local 8, to Chevron, the Environmental
Protection
Agency, the Oregon
charity events.
Department
of
Environmental Quality
One man who thinks bottling local
and
Oregon
Gov.
John Kitzhaber,
water to save the environment makes
From 1973 through the present,
perfect sense is Michael "Buffalo"
Mazzetti, the general manager and the plaintiffs say that Chevron has
founder of Water More Precious Than operated a bulk.gasoline terminal locatGold. The water is bottled for the . ed in Northwest Portland. Barge loading and unloading are among the
Okanogan
Highlands
Bottling
largest sources of Volatile Organic
· Company in Washington
State's
Compound
(VOC) air pollution at the
Okanogan Highlands, the proposed
facility.
voes
are responsible for creatsite of a large scale, open pit, cyanide

WHAT?

ing ground-level ozone, a primary component of smog. Pollution occurs when
the barges are loaded with fresh cargoes
of gasoline. The new cargo forces toxic
fumes to escape to the atmosphere.
The fumes include benzene, a
known human carcinogen.
"In reviewing records which
Chevron unlawfully attempted to hide
from the public, it has become apparent that Chevron has failed to comply
with requirements of the Clean Air Act
and Chevron's
Air Contaminant
Discharge Permit (ACDP) for many
years," the notice states.
Attorney David Paul, who represents the citizens, noted that the case
involved huge amounts of toxic air
emissions which pollute some of the
most populated and ethnically diverse
areas of Portland. "The emissions are
enormous; . they are dangerous and
they are illegal," Paul said.
The records were made available
to the public only after Gascadia Times,
through a petition filed under the
Oregon Public Records Act, demanded
their disclosure. On April 6, 1998, the
Oregon Attorney General's
office
ordered the DEQ co release the
records. to the public. Cascadia Times
reviewed thousands of pages of the
records for a series of articles published in May (See "Bad Air- Days,"
CT, May 1998).
The notice makes the following
claims against Chevron:
. • In 1990, Chevron understated its
barge-related
voe emissions
by
approximately 89 tons per year.
• Emissions from barge loading
facilities have resulted in repeated,
continuous and ongoing violations of·
the Clean Air Act and Chevron's air
permits.

Portlanders to
Sue Chevron
For Emissions

• U oder the Clean Air Act,
Congress requires that each state will
reduce emissions from existing sources
of pollutants through the adoption of
"reasonably available control technology (RACT)." Chevron did not comply
with state RACT requirements, the
notice said.

T

• Between January 1, .1991,
through July 27, 1993, Chevron operated without an air permiC:-During this
time, all of Chevron's air emissions
were unlawful and unpermitted, it said.
The notice cites violations in three
primary areas: violations of RACT
requirements, violations of Oregon's
highest and best standard regulation,
and violations of a Air Contaminant
Discharge Permit requirement. In each
of the three instances, the plaintiffs
seek maximum penalties of $25,000
per violation per day, or $9, 175,00 per
year on each claim, for five years.
Chevron and the DEQ declined to
comment on the notice.
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.· Fishy Coho Decision Opens ESA
Politics... for Renewed Attack
.........
-

By Oma Isaeson

listings. With Oregon in the lead and
Washington and California watching
he states' ability co prevent
closely, state officials hoped the existfederal listing of endangered
ing plan could be used to prevent listspecies has suffered a major ing of coastal Chinook salmon runs all
blow in federal court. On June 1 in along the West Coast. Already the plan
Portland, federal Magistrate Janice
had kept some Oregon steelhead runs
Stewart ruled that the National Marine
off the federal list, a situation chat now.
Fisheries
Service
violated
the is open for reevaluation.
Endangered Species Ace in 1997 when
"What this says is you have co get
it accepted Oregon's plan to recover real about addressing the real probcoastal runs of coho salmon rather than
lems and you have to do it in a way
declaring the fish a threatened species. · that's enforceable through a state law
The implications may be enor- or changes in the fundamental landmous, both for species and the use patterns that lead to extinction,"
Endangered Species Act itself. The says Glen Spain, the Northwest
decision opens the floodgates for new regional director for the Pacific Coast
Federation
of
Fishermen's
fish listings in the Northwest - and
for renewed attacks on the embattled
Associations, one of the plaintiffs chat
ESA in the West and Congress.
brought the issue to Stewart's court.
Stewart said the agency's April
1997 decision to accept the" Coastal
Salmon Restoration Initiative in lieu
of listing the fish was arbitrary and
Oregon's
Coastal
Salmon
capricious, and "flies in the face" of
recommendations by the agency's own Restoration Initiative was NMFS' first
foray into accepting state plans in lieu
scientists.
The Oregon Plan was the result of of listing. Bue the agency has been
more than a year of negotiations scolded by the courts before for its
actions regarding anadrornous fish: In
between state and federal officials 1994 Judge Malcolm Marsh also found
including an eleventh-hour memorandum of understanding in which the agency arbitrary and capricious for
Oregon promised to change its forestry claiming that the Columbia River
rules to NMFS's satisfaction or see the hydropower system posed no jeopardy
coho listed. Its architects touted it as a co protected salmon there. (According
model of cooperation among state to the Oregon Department of Fish and
Wildlife, dams claim 90 percent of the
departments, grassroots volunteers
adults chat would return co the
and industry.
upper
reaches
of the
But at least half a dozen courts
have found that specific state recovery Columbia systern.)
The U.S. Fish
plans violate the ESA for relying on
Wildlife
future actions and voluntary measures and
Service
has a
instead of stronger laws with enforceable teeth. Magistrate Stewart, a former longer history
with collaboramember of the Oregon Natural
tive
efforts,
Resources Council and the Portland
federal
Audubon Society, followed the lead of and
courts repeatthose other courts in unwavering terms.
have
"The wait-and-see seance of the edly
NMFS has no support in the ESA or found that agency
case law," she wrote. "Instead of plac- violated the ESA by accepting state
rather than giving species federal proing the risk on the future and voluntary
measures proposed by [the Oregon tection. USFWS lost its most recent
bid when courts ordered it to list the
plan) the NMFS
bull trout in the Northwest (see
unlawfully placed
sidebar). Ocher cases have included
the risk of failure
the Queen Charlotte goshawk in
squarely on the
Southeast Alaska and the Barton
species ... This
Springs salamander in Austin, Texas.
court declines
Another blow co the Kitzhaber
co tie co fate
strategy could come from the far side
of the [coho
of the continent, where NMFS and
salmon] to the
USFWS last December accepted
whim of politics·and
Maine's plan to restore Atlantic salmon
promises of future state conservation
runs in seven coastal rivers that run
actions chat may be years or decades
through economically depressed, rural
away from implementation."
The magistrate gave NMFS until areas. The Maine plan was modeled
closely on Oregon's and came after sciAugust 3 to reconsider listing Oregon's
remaining unprotected runs of coastal entists in both agencies recommended
listing as endangered the roughly
coho as threatened.
The decision, if upheld on appeals 2,000 fish that still return to the rivers
as endangered.
by the state of Oregon and NMFS,
That plan remains untested in
throws open the doors for more salmon

T
Sick Willy
A five-year, U.S. Geological Surv_w
water quality study of die Willamette
River in O~
-the largest tributary to the Columbia River below the
Snake - sho~ that 1oss ot habitat is
a larger problem for fish than is pollution, especially in agricultural and
urban areas. Much of it results from
human intervention: straightened channels, logged off streamsides, and benn
and riprap building on riverbanks.
Besides an increase in pollution-tolerant species, researchers found.
decreased biodiversity: few if any trout,
few pollution-sensitive sculpin species;
and more introduced species such as
bullheads, carp, and sunfish. In many of
these streams, fish were found to have
external lesions and parasite~ at five to
IO times the nonnal rate.
Concentrations of IO pesticides
(mostly herbicides) or pesticide breakdown products exceeded guidelines for the protection of freshwater
aquatic life. The Willamette Basin was
ranked "among the most degraded"
compared to 19 similar river basins
studied throughoµt the U.S. Copies of
"Water Quality in the Willamette
Basin, Oregon, 1991.95'' may be
obtained by calling (503) 251-320 I.
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In April Coscadio Times reported that
Bern Shanks, director ofWashington's
Department of Ash and Wildlife, was
under fire. Shanks was standing tall
against a growing and some say unfair
indictment of his tenure.As predicted,
he's now job hunting. Shanks, 58,
retains the tide of director and the
$96,000 annual pay until Sept. 11.
Replacing the resigning director is
Larry Peck,WDF deputy director,
who's authorized to take over most of
Shanks' key duties. "Two years ago, I
was hired for my conservation and
environmental leadership. I was to put
the resource first.and I've done that,"
Shanks said in a statement released
with his letter of resignation. The commission released its own statement,
thanking him for "stepping into a difficult situation, for embracing our vision
and getting die department ... headed
in the direction we requested;'

"An ffiegal Policy"

court, although several environmental
groups
including
Defenders
of
Wildlife and the Biodiversity Legal
Foundation are considering a lawsuit.
No OQe contacted for this story could
name a case 1'\lh:orem such a plan withstood a legal challenge co give the
species federal protection.
Jasper Carlton, executive director
of BLF, said the Oregon decision confirms a pattern of illegal actions by
Interior Secretary Bruce Babbitt.
"How many federal judges have to
throw the book at Secretary Babbitt
before he gets the message that he's
implementing an illegal policy?"
Officials
IO
Maine and New
England
sound
oddly like
their Oregon
counterparts
did a year ago,
arguing
that
the
Maine
plan is substantially
different
from the plans other
courts have overturned. They cite
good working relationships with the
agencies, unlike the more adversarial
situation in Oregon, although Maine
Independent Gov. Angus King vowed
to sue the federal agencies if they listed Atlantic salmon. But Maine officials
concede that much of their plan
also relies on voluntary commitments and future activities - a
point that Magistrate
Stewart
explicitly rejected.
By contrast, the Oregon plan's
most vigorous proponent sounded
chastened after Magistrate Stewart's
decision.
"If anybody in the Maine plan
banked on future conservation measures, brace yourself, because I chink
this has direct applications," said Jim
Martin,
the chief architect of
Kitzhaber's plan.

ESA Under Attack
Ideally, say the groups that saw
victory in Stewart's decision, the existing plans on both coasts should continue under the greater federal oversight
a listing would bring.
"We don't have a problem with
much of the Oregon Plan as long as it
unfolds under a listing," says Chuck
Willer, director of the Coast Range
Association in Corvallis, Ore. "We've
got some gas in the gas tank now,
because before we didn't."
Oregon's timber industry, however, is sending mixed messages about
its continued commitment to voluntary restoration measures. The industry's voluntary self tax, which was to
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have funded half of the Oregon plan's voluntary conformance to the ESA
.
$15 million annual budget, is likely to while the people of Oregon, Portland
disappear. It's also possible that some and everybody else gets mandatory
of the industry's interest in restoring
compliance."
fish habitat on their lands may also
Kitzhaber's office said 65 percent
fade, although different spokespeople
of coastal coho habitat in Oregon is on
have made different claims.
private lands.
"The ironic thing is that, under the
Jeff Ruch, executive director of
Oregon Plan, the forest products indus- Public Employees for Environmental
try was willing to do more, do things tp Responsibility, said his organization has
United Fishermen and Allied
actually help recover the species,
documented "case after case" where
Workers' Union president,
where under a listing all we have to do political pressure led federal agencies to
told the Vancouver Sun.
is prevent against a take," said Chris deliberately overlook science and proFishermen,
he said, will
West, vice president of the Northwest
duce a political compromise.
. \
.
"drop anchors and have a litForestry Association. "And those are
"If they want decisions on the ~ur- \
tle picnic." The fishing
two very different standards."
viva! of species to be subject to a vote
group so far has not carried
Kitzhaber also argued that the so that cuddly species survive and nonout the blockade.
good will bought by the state plan cuddly species are extinct, then they
Another plan to blockade
would be lost under a listing - to the should change the law."
\
the
Alaskan Highway was
1
detriment of the fish. And the
aborted in June because proDemocratic governor, who said he Oma Izaeson, a former news reportet:; in;
testers in Prince Rupert
believes in the "noble purpose" of the Oregon, now covers the enoironmentJot! the
i could not afford to buy gas to
ESA, called for a reevaluation of the act Bangor Daily News in Bangor, 'Maine.
v
reach the B.C.-Alaska border.
l;;
should such an appeal fail.
Previously, the union
"With more than 600 species now
issued a joint statement with
listed and dozens more proposed for
the Council of Tourism
listing - and few species on the road
Association
of BC and
co recovery - it is clear that we need to
Tourism Vancouver, saying it
be open to new approaches," he said in
would not target cruise ships
a press release. "If the ESA can only be
to protest U.S. salmon harso narrowly interpreted that, in order to
vest, in exchange for the
legally defend its application, we disadtourism industry's support for a renegovantage the very species it was enacted
tiated salmon treaty.
to protect - then there is a problem
Sports fishers in Canada have takwith the act itself. We need to know
en a more conciliatory approach.
the answer to this question if we are
"The fish have lost the battle
truly committed to the objectives of
between Canada and the U.S. and, sadthe ESA."
ly, the environment and communities
joint management of Puget Sound,
By Paul Koberstein
Strait of Georgia, and Fraser River fish- on both sides of the border are the lesseries for the 1998 season. U oder the er for it. It's up to all of us - for the
or the fifth year in a row, Canada
sake of the salmon and future generaagreement, U.S. non-Indian fishermen
and Alaska have failed to resolve will reduce their catch of Upper
tions-to ensure threatened stocks do
differences with the state of Thompson River (B.C.) coho salmon
Oregon's governor, meanwhile, is
not lose the war on extinction," said
joining forces with his 17 other western Alaska on coho fishing. Government
Greg Gordon, chairman of the B:C.
by 22 percent (400 fish), while
counterparts in sponsoring an eight- authorities in Canada, Washington and Canadian fishermen will reduce their Federation
of Fly Fishers.
"The
point plan shifting responsibility for Oregon reached an agreement to cut catch of Puget Sound chinook salmon
Minister's
political warp-cutter is
back fishing, but Alaska has refused to by half (14,000 fish). In exchange, U.S.
protecting species and the environexactly what's
needed and our
ment away from the federal govern- go along.
Federation
supports
him in this courafishermen were offered 25 percent
Canadians, meanwhile, continue to (about 1.24 million fish) of the Fraser geous, far-sighted and necessary underment and toward state authority.
Folding key items of the gover- battle one another over salmon. /The
River sockeye harvest (a total catch of taking."
nors'
manifesto
into a revised federal government has emphasized
The problems this year started
5.37 million fish) between July 26 and
Endangered Species Act could give the cooperation and negotiation, but the August 23.
when Canadians predicted that Skeena
state recovery plans better legal stand- province of British Columbia has
In an Op-Ed in the Vancouver Sun, River coho salmon stocks are nearly
stormed out of negotiations and its Clark wrote, "Given the U.S. view that extinct. The Skeena, located in northing in the face of legal challenges
leader, Premier Glen Clark, has been every Canadian salmon is a potential
under the Endangered Species Act.
ern British Columbia, historically has
Oregon's plan and the others that rattling his saber in the U.S. capitol.
U.S. catch - and Alaskan harvests are been an important fishery to both
Clark lashed out at Alaskans during
courts have overturned are among a
already under way - this is a funda- countries.
a July 8 speech to the National Press mental betrayal of our heritage. The
new breed favored by the Clinton
On June 19, Canadian Fisheries
administration and many states as alter- Club in Washington, D.C., calling it a events of the past few days have con- Minister David Anderson announced
"rogue state" that is wrecking the firmed, for any who doubted, that we that all salmon fishing would be
natives to federal action under the
province's native salmon by overfish- cannot bribe others to conserve on our banned this year in areas where coho
embattled 1973 law. Officials invariably
hail such plans as a "win-win" method
ing. He demanded fees be levied on behalf or expect them to do so volun- salmon populations at risk are prevaU.S. fishing vessels that pass through
to get local good will, volunteer labor
tarily. Only a treaty based on the prin- lent. He said such strict regulations
B.C. waters.
and industry money while protecting
ciples of conservation and equity can might be necessary for six years - or two
and recovering imperiled species.
"Canada has to respond, there has assure our ability to protect our runs."
coho salmon life cycles.
But critics of the state plans charge to be retaliation which tries to convince
Canada says Alaskans harvest 40
Clark has also asked for direct
that the plans consider politics above these Americans that a rogue state like
percent
of the Skeena River coho in an
intervention by Canada Prime Minister
protection - a situation they fear Alaska, with 400,000 people, can't
Jean Chretien to President Clinton, as average year. But Alaskan scientists
would worsen if states had more stand up to a respected nation like
well as action by Ottawa to join B.C. 's disagreed with predictions that Skeena
authority - despite the law's clear Canada, and can't destroy the future of $300-million lawsuit now in U.S. courts River coho stocks are nearly extinct,
requirement to put science and the the salmon for our children," Clark said to force American compliance with and therefore refused to curb the state
in his speech.
needs of the species first.
fishery to Canada's satisfaction. Clark's
Pacific Salmon Treaty.
Clark also denounced the deal
Willer, of the Coast Range
rhetoric hasn't changed any minds in
Angry British Columbia commerAssociation and one of the plaintiffs between his federal government and cial fishermen,
meanwhile,
have Juneau.
that brought the coho plan to Washington state. The agreement lets threatened to blockade the Nanoose
Said Bob King, a spokesman for
Magistrate Stewart's court, says Oregon the U.S. catch more Canada-bound
Alaskan
Governor Tony Knowles, "We
Bay Canadian Forces Maritime Test
was never averse to listing salmon until salmon than was previously possible,
Range, located about 120 KM (72 don't respond well to threats," King
the issue of listing coastal salmon arose. said Clark, who has been outspokenly
miles) north of Victoria, where U.S. and said. "Our focus is on Skeena River fish
critical of Ottawa on the issue.
"Why? Because that's the large, indus•
Canadian navies test torpedoes. "It rather than torpedo ranges."
The short-term plan between
trial corporate forest owners. So the
might be a little bit difficult to have
Oregon Plan was a plan to allow them Washington state and Canada calls for those tests," said John Radosevic,
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B.C.Premie·r Clark Brands

Alaska the "Rogue State"

The States' Plan
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Jfie Empire that

RooseveltBuilt Goes on
the AuctionBlock.
A Story of Power,

Greed anH Salmon
on the Columbia River.
By Paul Koberstein
and Kevin Bell
icture this: Thanks to
decisive action by the
governors of the four
Northwestern states, the
financial near-meltdown
from the region's ill-fated
nuclear energy fiasco is just
a quickly fading memory.
With a renewed commitment
to restoring wild salmon to
their native home on the
Columbia and Snake rivers,
salmon are returning tO
Idaho in huge numbers.
Hundreds of millions of dollars a year in unproductive
transfers and subsidies to
obsolete aluminum smelters
and corporate agriculture ·
have been eliminated,
pumping new money into
the regional economy while
keeping power rates low for
residential electricity custorners. The Inland Empire
of Idaho, Montana, eastern
Washington and eastern
Oregon is experiencing an
economic renaissance as a
shining example of a sustainable economy that can support people and wild places
at the same time.
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ither scenario is well
within our grasp in the
next decade. Which
one is more likely?
Not long ago the CEO of
the Bonneville Power
Administration was among
the most powerful politicians
in the region - a unique
command post over energy,
economy and ecology.
But the venerable New
Deal-era agency fias fallen
on hard times - the result
of a relentless series of
nuclear, financial and
Columbia River salmon fiascoes, largely of its own
doing. The unimaginable has
happened. For the first time,
the wholesale marketer of
power generated at 29 federal dams and one nuclear
plant is in danger of sinking
under increasing costs.
Tension is pervasive
throughout BPA. Each week
brings a new scheme co save
the agency no less rooted in
fantasy than the plan the
week before. Judith
Johansen's appointment as
the BPA's 12th administrator
in early June followed a

E

vicious eight-month fight
over who would control the
appointment that saw every
competent candidate for the
position scurrying to withdraw their name from consideration. The principal
question being asked these
days is not whether Johansen
can steer the BPA away from
its current course of destroying itself and the fish, but
for how long.
The BPA has some
lifeboats on hand, patched
together at the end of
recently departed Randy
Hardy's dreary regime.
Johansen inherits a rescue
plan calling for the immediate auction of huge blocks ·of
power under long-term contracts to take effect in 200 l.
In theory, the BPA's ship
would rise over '<I steady flow
of power sold at some of the
lowest prices on the market.
But recent work by the
Northwest Power Planning
Council indicates that even
if BPA's dubious financial
assumptions are taken at
face value, the effect would
simply be to push the finan-

cial collapse of the agency
out to 2006. That may serve
the purpose of politicians
seeking co get through the
next election, but does little
co solve the problem. Ever
considerate of ies special
friends, BPA remains firmly
committed to selling power
below its coses when power
prices are low, and at no
more than its costs when
power prices are high something no rational business would ever do.
The BPA worries that
many of its customers
already are talking to power
marketers hoping to take
away business in 2001 and
beyond. If the BPA waits
much longer, or raises its
prices, it fears it will lose
market share as some of
these customers leave.
But BPA has badly misjudged the market. There's
little indication the customers are leaving. So far,
BPA has sold about two
Seattle's worth of power in
its auction - about 1,200
average megawatts. Enron,
for example, has locked in

bargain basement prices for
power they will be selling to
California. BPA says it has
another 6,400 average
megawatts on th~ s~el_f, but
that includes opnrmsuc
assumptions about power
from the disastrous WPPSS-2
nuclear project, which loses
money on every kilowatthour it makes. Furthermore,
BPA assumes that it will never need to do more than it
already does to save wild
salmon, even though BPA's
current salmon plan has
failed. Realistically,
BPA may
be lucky if it has 5,000 average megawatts of firm power
left to sell from the hydro
system. ("Firm power" is
defined as power that the
BPA can reliable produce
even during a year of
.
extremely low water conditions on the Columbia. The
BPA sells firm power only to
its favored customers, and at
its best rates, as we will see.)
There are already plenty of
eager buyers ready to snap
up that and a great deal
more. The question has
become who gets a piece of
the rock, and who gets left
holding the bag.
But the lucky winners
will have to wait. The auction is on hold until October
1. BPA has decided t0 wait

while deeply divided customers decide among themselves who should get the
cheap power. Long-standing
differences pit Oregon
against Washington, priyate
companies against public
utilities, tribes/fishers/conservationists against industry.
A global settlement among
all the warring parties is the
goal, but by comparison,
peace in Northern Ireland
seems the easier task. Every
attempt to find a regional
consensus has failed. It's
straight power politics now.
Meanwhile, the Clinton
administration and Congress
are making critical decisions
affecting the BPA and salmon
that are fast approaching. _
Adding to the complexity_
and risk, federal courts will
be asked to intervene by
conservationists who are
rushing tO the defense of
wild salmon. They want to
block the power auction
unless and until solid commitments to protect wild
salmon are in place. The
counterattack is already in
play, with the North"'.est
congressional delegation
pressuring the Clinton .
administration to commit to
letting the Pacific Northwest
off the hook entirely by making the Federal government
pay BPA's bill for saving fish.
Congress, however, is balking at the notion of a BPA .
bailout. In the end, any number of plausible scenarios
could sink BPA's ship.

The "Biological Opinion"
The critical threshold for
wild salmon will come sometime in late 1999, when the
ational Marine Fisheries
Service will spell out a longterm restoration strategy
known as a "Biological
Opinion." This opinion, rendered as part of NMFS' duty
to enforce the Endangered
Species Act, will provide protection for numerous runs of
Columbia Basin Chinook,
steelhead and sockeye that
are listed as threatened or
endangered. The new
Biological Opinion, which
replaces an interim opinion
crafted in 1995, could

A proposal for helping salmon recovery involves rerouting the ri~er channel around some dams. (Illustration courtesy Army Corps of Engineers.)

include breaching four dams
on the Lower Snake River,
radically altering a fifth on
the Columbia, and restoring
a more natural character to
river flows. Or it could call
for modest changes in the
recovery effort.
The Independent
Scientific Advisory Board, a
panel set up by four
Northwest governors and the
federal government, contends existing strategies
eventually will lead to
extinction. In March, the
panel said the centerpiece of
the current program, an
experiment in barging baby
salmon around the dams, will
never restore the salmon.
Tribal, state and federal
scientists participating in a
process known as PATH the Plan for Analyzing and
Testing Hypothesis--:- found
in preliminary modeling that
retiring the Lower Snake
dams will result in an 80-95
percent probability of meeting recovery standards for.
salmon. No other alternative
exceeded 70 percent.
But BPA has continually
second-guessed these scientists, and along with other
industrial users of the
Columbia River, remains the
biggest obstacle to abandoning the failed barging program. Currently, the B~A's
official policy is "keeping theoptions open." But its critics
say the BPA's actions demon-

Strate it is doing all it can to
keep all power-generating
turbines open. For example,
the BPA intends to sell power from the four- Lower
Snake dams under 5-20 year
contracts, perhaps foreclosing
any change in how the dams
operate. Most significantly,
all of the BPA's industrial
and utility customers vigorously oppose breaching, if
only to keep their power
costs lower than anywhere
else in the country.
Clearly, dam breaching
would reduce BPA's revenues. But saving salmon is
part of the cost of doing business at the BPA. If dams are
- breached, it estimates salmon
costs would go up from the
current ceiling cost of $435
million a year tO between
$648 co $786 million a year.
However, estimates by the
Northwest Power Planning
Council and the Columbia
River Inter-Tribal Fisheries
Commission, both of whom
assume that breaching the
dams would obviate the need
for most current salmon
expenditures, indicate that
breaching the dams is probably feasible at about the .
price of the current cost ceiling. Moreover, fish advocates
say, part of the problem is
that BPA has never spent
more than a fraction of the
$435 million per year it
promised to spend in a settlement with the Clinton

Administration, counting the
unspent funds as permanent
budget savings instead o~
putting the money away in
reserve.
Can the BPA afford higher salmon costs? Some say
the answer is depends on the
market. Price is one factor. If
the price goes up, the BPA
says it can require customers
to pay more for salmon. If

A global settlement
among all the
warringparties is
the goal, but by
comparison,peace
in NorthernIreland
seems the
easier task.
the price goes down, the BPA
says it will be difficult to do
anything for the fish.
· But BPA's method of setting prices distorts the picture. The agency says it will
sell power at a price that's a
penny or two less than the
market price. By 2006, the
BPA estimates its customers
will save $2.7 billion - an
amount that would fund perhaps all of even the most .
expensive salmon restoration
effort. Then there's the $625
million the Federal government has already given BPA
since 1996 in cost transfers
and cash reserves (about
equal to one year of payments to the Federal
Treasury for all of the dams
and powerlines that n:iake up
the regional power grid). Add

to that the $350 milJion a
year in subsidies BPA gives
to corporations involved in
river navigation and irrigated
agriculture, and it seems like
there should be plenty of
money in the BPA bank to
pay for fish recovery. And
BPA never seems to get
around to mentioning that
nearly 40 percent of its power revenue requirements are
gobbled up by dead and .
dying nuclear plants that it
does not own, but somehow
ended up paying for anyway.
An equitable regional resolution of this $7 billion mistake
would instantly solve BPA's
problems.
_
Instead, the BPA blames
the salmon for its money
troubles.:
BPA is pressuring
Congress to approve a new
lid on salmon costs to take
effect in 2001. The proposed
lid will most likely be in the
range of $550 mil!ion a year,
using BPA's creative accounting practices to set the standard. Washington's senators
Patty Murray and Slade
Gorton aim to have the new
fish cap in place by
September.
The BPA says its other
options for avoiding bankruptcy involve a tax on energy producers that use BPA
transmission lines, a fee that
would further shift salmon
and nuclear debt costs away
from the BPA's traditional
cusomters.As a last resort,
the BPA wants a bailout from
Congress. BPA still has
friends on Capitol Hill,
notably 15 members of the
Northwest delegation.
Recently they each signed a
letter to the Clinton adrninisCONTINUED
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Cover&------------------tration asking for federal
money to help pay salmon
costs that the BPA may be
too bankrupt to pay. The
only two that didn't sign
were the group's most liberal,
Rep. Elizabeth Furse, D-OR,
and its most conservative,
Rep. Helen Chenoweth, Rldaho. This might be the
first time environmentalists
agree with Chenoweth on
anything.
Significantly, the delegation is asking Congress to fund
BPA's existing salmon costs,
not dam breaching. (At this
time, the delegation opposes
breaching, but that could
change depending on the outcome of the 1999 Biological
Opinion.) Persuading
Congress to pay salmon costs
will be a cough sell.
"Our electric rates are 40
percent lower than the
national average," said Lorri
Bodi of American Rivers. "It's
hard to argue that we need
relief when rates are so low."
Bodi, who soon will leave
American Rivers to take a
posr as a senior fish and
wildlife advisor at BPA, said
bolic gesture, the House also
that while power sales are
voted to eliminate all but $8
key to paying for Columbia
million of the BPA's $100
River salmon recovery, it
million annual salmon budmakes no sense to continue
- spending money on programs get, allowing funding only for
that don't work. The BPA, by continued study of river
drawdowns at John Day and
most estimates, has spent
the four dams on the Lower
nearly $3 billion since 1980
Snake. A House-Senate conon salmon. The money has
ference committee no doubt
gone for hatcheries, habitat
will restore the funding.
improvements and the bargAnother bill awaiting
. ing of baby salmon around
action would require
dams and to the sea. The
fish are in far worse shape
than they were in 1980, and
many in the region are calling the program an embarrassing failure.
"Bonneville has proven it
can spend a lot of money for
things that don't work," Bodi
said. "We can spend hundreds of millions of dollars a
year without getting salmon
recovery. In the next three or
four years, we are going to
have to make some decision
that would save them, or we
will fail in saving the salmon,
and suffer the consequences.
"The effort for salmon
recovery is coming to a head."
Congress is starting to
get the message. This fall,
00 Congress will take up an
energy deregulation bill that
~ would among ocher things
c replace the 1980 Northwest
iS Power Act and restructure
: the BPA. Some in Congress
who are frustrated with BPA's Bonneville to sell Northwest
power throughout the counc.:t financial and environmental
try at market races. Profits, if
co performance have called for
any, would go to the U.S.
~ selling off the BPA to the
Treasury and renewable
t;
highest bidder, and their call
energy programs.
i?o is getting louder.
Some House members,
~
Moreover, the House
mostly from the Northeast
;;.... recently approved a measure
and Midwest, recently
2- to lift a 12-year-old ban on
expressed in writing their
evaluating the possible sale
deep concern about die "vast
of the BPA. In a mostly sym-
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"...we are going to
have to make some
decisionthat would
save them, or we
will fail in saving
the salmon, and
sufferthe
consequences.The
effortfor salmon
recoveryis coming
to a head."
- Lorri Bodi
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to make other arrangements
for power at higher prices. As
a result, electric rates in public utility districts are typically
much lower than rates charged
by private utilities, despite
Federal legislation designed
to give all of the residential
customers in the region a
share in the cheap bounty of
the regional hydro system.
For example, residents of
Seattle pay about 2.2 cents
per kilowatt-hour for power,
while residents of Portland
pay 5.8 cents. (See chart on
page 11.) The reason: Seattle
City Light buys cheap
hydropower from BPA.
Portland General Electric
buys little.
The inequity divides
Washington and Oregon.
Most of the public utilities
are in Washington, and so too
are most of the aluminum
companies. This fact has
drawn Oregon Gov. John
Kitzhaber into the fray. He
has complained that Oregon
"will come out on the short
end," said Roy Hemmingway,
Kitzhaber's energy and
salmon, and is pressing BPA
for a better deal for his state.
Dan Rohlf, a lawyer with the
amount of taxpayer dollars"
If the BPA fails to treat the
Pacific Environmental
pouring into the salmon
states equitably,
Advocacy Center in Portland.
recovery project with little
Hemmingway added, "we
apparent benefit. "For all its
won't object" to selling off
reliance on technological fixes
the power agency.
and fish barging, there is no
On May 27, in a conficlear evidence that the salmon
dential letter to Iohansen,
Johansen says it's imporrecovery efforts in the Pacific
Northwest are, or will become tant that the BPA rescue plan obtained by Cascadia Times,
Hemmingway noted that the
work as intended.
successful," they wrote.
same equity issues in the
"Everyone in the
"Our fish bowl is very
1970s set off a regional
Northwest has a stake in
transparent, and others are
debate that wok Congress
Bonneville and in the
starting to look in," said Bill
five years to resolve. "We
Columbia River system,"
Arthur of the Sierra Club,
believe that this issue and
Johansen recently told the
during a recent hearing on
ocher policy issues surroundSeattle Times. "Our greatest
the proposed· power auction.
ing subscription (power
risk is that we will fail to setEventually, economics
sales) are of such importance
may dictate a sale of the BPA. tle our differences and ...
that Bonneville's very exislose
control
over
that
system."
The Clinton administration is
tence in the future will
The differences chat
said to be intrigued by reports
depend upon their deliberate
divide the region run deep,
showing the BPA's potentially
resolution," he wrote. "If
in part because not everyone
worth at $20 billion if sold on
Bonneville were co rush into
shares in the Northwest
the open market.
shares in the bounty of cheap subscription at chis time, we
Conservationists, meanbelieve there is danger that
power. The Columbia River
while, wonder why the top
power sales would occur in a
flows westward, but most of
priority isn't saving the
manner that would not proits power goes north.
salmon. Seven groups have
vide maximum benefit to the
Washington gets most of it,
filed notice in federal court
region or provide maximum
Oregon gets a little, and
of pending litigation against
political stability for
Montana and Idaho hardly
the BPA and its power aucBonneville."
any. There's not nearly
tion. The groups are
How far Kitzhaber will
enough cheap power to make
American Rivers, Friends of
actually go remains to be
everyone happy.
the Earth, Idaho Rivers
seen, but the governor has
Historically, the public
United, Institute for
another reason to be unhaputilities - owned by local
Fisheries Resources, Pacific
py with the situation.
consumers - have had a
Coast Federation of
Kitzhaber had pushed
statutory right to buy as much
Fishermen's Association,
Hemmingway for the BPA's
of the low-priced power as
Sierra Club, and Trout
.
top job, but was rebuffed by
Unlimited. They say the BPA they need. After that, the prithe Clinton administration.
vate power companies like
should wait until NMFS
The governor even went
Puget, Portland General
decides what to do about the
back to Washington, D.C., to
dams before long-term power Electric and Montana Power
lobby for Hemmingway. But
get second crack. A group of
rates are set, and that che
public
utilities strongly
aluminum
manufacturers
BPA should set prices that
opposed Hemmingway and
known as the Direct Service
are high enough co cover the
his pro-salmon and pro-equiInduscries (OSI) supposedly
salmon costs.'
ty views. They persuaded
come dead last in the priority
"If the BPA is just going
Sen. Patty Murray, D-WA, to
to stand in our way, we might queue. In practice, however,
back Johansen, an attorney
the public utilities and the
as well join forces politically
who represented public powDSis take the cheap power,
with those who want to
er interests from 1983 to
forcing the private companies
destroy or dismantle it," said

The Rush for Power

1992, first as a staff attorney
for the Public Power Council
and later as a partner in a
law firm representing public
utilities on regional power
issues relating to BPA and
Northwest Power Planning
Council. The Clinton
administration settled on
Johansen after Kitzhaber
refused to back compromise
candidate Angus Duncan.
Johansen said in an
interview that she has "no
choice" but to follow the
1980 power act, which
requires BPA co sell the
cheapest power to publiclyowned utilities such as those
in Seattle, Everett and
Eugene.
The states of Montana
and Oregon, meanwhile, are
taking a close look at an
obscure 1978 federal law
that allows states to form
statewide public power utilities. Such utilities could buy
power from BPA at the
cheaper rate.
Meanwhile, a group of
public utilities are aggressively asserting their right to
all of the power they want,
whenever they want it, at
cost (or below cost if market
prices are low). The region's
aluminum smelters have
already locked down a big
piece of the Bonneville
transmission grid and
extracted a permanent
exemption from paying for
the regions dead nuclear
planes, but they've made it
clear that they want more.
Whether they get it may be
up to Johansen, who says,
"My reading of the Act is we
are not obligated to serve
the DSis, but we are authorized to serve them." And
wild salmon advocates are
quick to point out that BPA
has less power than it thinks
it has, if wild salmon are
going to be saved.
In the face of chis acrimony, the BPA has simply
wilted. Ac the end of June, it
announced it would delay
the auction - buying time
for the various battling factions to settle their differences fish and equity issues.

BPA's Root Problems
So it is that 60 years
after one of the most ambitious public service efforts in
American history began, the
Bonneville Power
Administration is at risk of
being torn apart by its
friends and enemies.
Despite effective and efficient operation of a transmission grid extending from
the Rocky Mountains to
California, despite control of
one of the cheapest and
most reliable generation systems anywhere in the world,

and despite improving markets for its power, BPA's survival is in doubt.
BPA should be one of
the great success stories of
good government. Beginning
with the construction of the
Grand Coulee and
Bonneville dams, BPA provided vast quantities of
cheap energy that powered
the transformation of the
Pacific Northwest from a
backwater resource colony to
a vibrant high-technology
center in the emerging
Pacific Rim economy, in a
single generation. BPA's
original mission of bringing
electricity co every community in the region under
local public control created a
shining model of local selfreliance, with rural cornmu-

Sixty years atter
one ol the most
ambitiouspublic
service effortsin
American history
began, the
BonnevillePower
Administrationis at
risk of being torn
apart.
nities all over the Pacific
Northwest working together
co enter the modern age.
-As recently as 1980, with
the passage of the Pacific
Northwest Power Planning
and Conservation Act, BPA
promised to be another kind
of model as well, using its
vast infrastructure and experience tO implement a coordinated regional commitment to a clean, fair, reliable
and affordable energy supply
for generations to come, and
t0 make goodon sixty years
of promises to restore wild
salmon in the Columbia
basin.
No more. BPA is being
buffeted by a series of fundamental changes underway
in the. electric utility industry, pursued by the demons
of its past mistakes, and
dragged down by the combined, endless demands of
the constituents it has
attempted co serve.
The myth that wild
salmon are the cause, rather
than the victims, of BPA's
troubles is at the core of the
efforts co end salmon protection in the Columbia. Critics
say it is time to set the
record straight, and begin
identifying the real core

causes of BPA's financial
woes - past investments in
failed nuclear generating
projects, combined with .
massive ratepayer and taxpayer subsidies to a small
group of special corporate
interests in the Columbia
basin. These special interests - aluminum smelters,
corporate agriculture, and
river barge operators - will
collectively extract over $3
billion dollars of subsidies
from the regional economy
and Federal Treasury
between 1996 and 2001.
These interest groups
vigorously oppose any effort
to shift that money from
their pocketbooks to salmon
restoration. A significant part
of those subsidies include
money which could otherwise be used to reduce the
Federal deficit and help pay
off the $7 billion in stranded
debt on failed nuclear projects. They have stymied
efforts to separate the
stranded nuclear debt from
an otherwise viable power
system. The effect is to
force BPA to pay off dead
nuclear planes before it can
repay U.S. taxpayers for all
of the dams and powerlines
chat make up the regional
power grid.
As the industry moves
increasingly toward competition, BPA's investments in
the unproductive planes are
millstones around the
agency's neck. If BPA
defaults on chis debt, the
U.S. taxpayer will have to
pay for it. In addition to
these bad investments, BPA
will lose more than $300 million over the next five years
.by operating WPPSS 2, a
nuclear plane which loses
money on every kilowatthour it generates. The worst
part is that BPA doesn't even
own these nuclear disasters.
In addition to these
financial decisions of the
past, BPA is still making policy judgments which will
cost the region more than $3
billion over the next five
years. These costs are associated with transfers, subsidies
and benefits to aluminum,
shipping and agricultural
interests,
The aluminum industry
alone will receive nearly $1.1
billion in benefits from 1996
through 2001, which the
industry claims are justified
because aluminum smelters
contribute significantly to
the BPA's stability and the
regional economy. In 1995,
the BPA signed contracts
that guarantee subsidies for
the next 20 years and
exempt the industry from
ever paying its share of the
nuclear debt. But in fact, the
aluminum industry makes
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Who pays the least for
residential electricity
among major cities in
the U.S.?
Seattle*
Washington, D.C
San Antonio*
Portland
Memphis*
Jacksonville *

Denver
Milwaukee
Dallas
Indianapolis

Los Angeles*
San Diego
El Paso
Phoenix
San Francisco
San Jose
Boston
Chicago
Cleveland
Philadelphia
New York

$17.21
$30.97
$33.08
$33.79
$35.00
$37.77
$38.23
$39.57
$41.14
$41.29
$43.10
$44.02
$45.79
$47.36
$49.17
$52.50
$52.58
$54.50
$54.70
$56.37
$57.61
$60.73
$60.78
$69.09
$70.35
$77.33

$35.76
Seattle"
$61.91
San Antonio*
$62.07
Portland
Memphis*
$64.57
$67.96
Indianapolis
Jacksonville*
$69.90
$75.37
Dallas
Denver
$75.52
Washington, D.C. $76.37
$76.48
New Orleans
$78.02
Columbus.
$79.89
Houston
$80.27
Milwaukee
$80.45
Baltimore
$104.50
El Paso
$104.69
Los Angeles*
$106.32
Detroit
$109.83
San Diego
$111.38
Chicago
$115.02
Boston
$116.41
San Francisco
$119.08
Phoenix
$120.65
San Jose
$125.60
Cleveland
$135.60
Philadelphia
$145.69
New York
Average:

.

.,

$93.49

* Municipal systems
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Portland rates are for Portland General Electric. Seattle rates are for Seattle City Light.
Sources: Seattle City Light, Portland General Electric. Information effective as of May 98.
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